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Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110165999EB8@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>

EXPLORE RELIC
May 2019 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history are our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
pwcgov.org/relic<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfjbWhYo813Q3tV6LxPURtJtg1IHLQwyYrfreMOnejO_l1As54
Gh7vBtz7LwH7LhfMpG3jt7v9hYKak02Mwgr9edPT64knne4UJAb7MZ_oCGw28NWAmxZVnKBqtTVB86W08Zs
od6WOMpU&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGml
XULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>.

[Finding Your Family in the News]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhSYJ1m9_P6kwhlMH_b0xMnfCAqT5tlBq8EAG2w4siD0_dPaM
bEgHw_1vSViawavj_aTXpXKN8ZBg8g_lwfS0K-mgrwlKlcFqFnf6qOvHHDOEE2reDgKCQ=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ=
=&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>

FINDING YOUR FAMILY IN THE NEWS<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhSYJ1m9_P6kwhlMH_b0xMnfCAqT5tlBq8EAG2w4siD0_dPaM
bEgHw_1vSViawavj_aTXpXKN8ZBg8g_lwfS0K-mgrwlKlcFqFnf6qOvHHDOEE2reDgKCQ=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ=
=&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
RELIC's Don Wilson will describe how a growing number of newspapers online may be
searched for items useful for family and local history. Now you can find
obituaries, marriage notices, court cases, advertisements, news items, local
gossip, and photos - anything that might appear between the pages of the hometown
gazette.
Thursday, May 16, 11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhSYJ1m9_P6kwhlMH_b0xMnfCAqT5tlBq8EAG2w4siD0_dPaM
bEgHw_1vSViawavj_aTXpXKN8ZBg8g_lwfS0K-mgrwlKl-

cFqFnf6qOvHHDOEE2reDgKCQ=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ=
=&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
____________________________________

[Graffiti Houses]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhSYJ1m9_P6kZwGAZKM2A-G5SytPbXDeg8VWTu-jqc45sI0dmmrGNbdhC9Koxl1wOkA4J4qujVBkqtffalfFWlHo5DpzGcxVb6L9WPvYbgqOwHkWsiCM8=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPS
Q==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
GRAFFITI HOUSES: THE CIVIL WAR FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF INDIVIDUAL
SOLDIERS<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhSYJ1m9_P6kZwGAZKM2A-G5SytPbXDeg8VWTu-jqc45sI0dmmrGNbdhC9Koxl1wOkA4J4qujVBkqtffalfFWlHo5DpzGcxVb6L9WPvYbgqOwHkWsiCM8=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPS
Q==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
Dr. Stephen Robertson, Professor and Director of the Roy Rosenzweig Center for
History & New Media at George Mason University, will present a program on the
"graffiti houses" of Northern Virginia, including Prince William's Ben Lomond. With
the evacuation of the Confederate Army from Manassas, federal forces occupied the
area by the spring of 1862. The plaster walls of Ben Lomond were soon covered in
graffiti from floor to ceiling. Historically, graffiti has led to an understanding
of the lifestyle and language of both ancient and modern cultures.
Thursday, May 30, 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzx-DjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhSYJ1m9_P6kZwGAZKM2AG5SytPbXDeg8VWTu-jqc45s-I0dmmrGNbdhC9Koxl1wOkA4J4qujVBkqtffalfFWlHo5DpzGcxVb6L9WPvYbgqOwHkWsiCM8=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPS
Q==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/
insider.png]

A MYSTERIOUS GRAVE
Some of the questions that RELIC gets provide new insights into the history of
Prince William County. Recently, we were asked to find biographical information
about a Union soldier of the Civil War who is buried in Prince William County.
Daniel H. Magee has a military grave marker at Belle Haven Baptist Church Cemetery
at Kopp, now on the Quantico Marine Corps Base. He is one of only two Union
soldiers at Belle Haven.
The federal order for his grave marker shows Magee was a member of Company I, 51st
Pennsylvania Infantry, and that he died 22 December 1897. It does not say where he
was from in Pennsylvania. The American Civil War Research Database identifies his
residence as Bradford County, and his dates of enlistment and discharge (October
1864 and July 1865). The index to Union pension applications shows he was given an
invalid's pension in 1870, and his widow Addie applied for a pension soon after his
death. U.S. census records show he was living in Bradford County in 1870, 1880, and
1890 (veteran's schedule), and his widow was there in 1900. She died in 1940 and is
buried in Bradford County.

The reason Daniel is buried in Prince William County is a mystery. In fact, there
are two records of his burial on FindaGrave.com: a second entry, based on some sort
of tradition, is that he is buried in the Silvara Cemetery in Bradford County,
although there is no marker there.
The reason we were asked about Mr. Magee is because he and the
Thomas Woolfenden Sr. (1843-1926), will be honored by the Sons
the Civil War in a dedication ceremony on May 4. Woolfenden, a
Catonsville, Maryland, was a member of Company C, 8th Maryland

other Union soldier,
of Union Veterans of
native of
Infantry.

Descendant R. C. Woolfenden reports: "Thomas befriended the family that owned the
land that is part of the R-14 training area aboard the base during the winter of
1863-64, while the Union army was wintering in Northern Virginia. When they placed
the farm up for sale in the 1870s, he purchased it [1876]. He moved his family to
the farm from their home in Baltimore in 1885." He and his wife Isabelle donated
land for the church and cemetery.
Members of the Woolfenden family have been closely associated with Belle Haven for
well over a century. If Daniel Magee has descendants, they have not yet been
identified. His connection to Belle Haven is an ongoing mystery.
[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
nextmonth.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfmi1TOOlP6QV4BS51JzVrOG9Ikh8_cpbWZ_gC_72x5Ba8_XF5
8KI5EHp5TPpnblvbknWq4Cf5omX4x7kPbciDfPu_eTML1nMZWMBea5JY7grYJRjdY29XpPLmE0JVLydLPKu
TKK1f2SJhjMTVwS8Qtp17W9pX4sikXHvZU4yZFThmwACe845mMfhrFk9oJaz_w==&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtua
JjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZL
ZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/PublishingImages/RELIC/
freedmenSign2.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfggookgn2t2c9THBG8hVDX4QsYAaynJFK6t4SDTGjA3gquhIb
x5BLg7uFQVdLcVUfnTxG5_z0bw5Qy53wLBhDoQLsJWZYvNyXF5LsWvQnJBXCzoBTMU0mAU=&c=iINBmSGjf
fEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5
vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
ALEXANDRIA'S FREEDMEN'S CEMETERY:
A LEGACY OF FREEDOM<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfggookgn2t2c9THBG8hVDX4QsYAaynJFK6t4SDTGjA3gquhIb
x5BLg7uFQVdLcVUfnTxG5_z0bw5Qy53wLBhDoQLsJWZYvNyXF5LsWvQnJBXCzoBTMU0mAU=&c=iINBmSGjf
fEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5
vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
When Alexandria, Virginia became Union territory shortly after the start of the
Civil War, escaped slaves known as contrabands, began to flee to the city from all
over Virginia. This refugee crisis eventually led to overcrowded conditions and
high mortality rates for those seeking freedom and protection from their former
masters. More than 1,700 contrabands died between 1864 and 1868. They were buried
on the southern edge of Alexandria in a cemetery that was largely forgotten until
it was rediscovered in 1996. Please join us as author and genealogist, Char

McCargo-Bah, presents her newest book, Alexandria's Freedmen's Cemetery: A Legacy
of Freedom<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfggookgn2t2c60WJCUnfxktgLeDgfyluauUGFeYh9gbegGw0N
HXadpWYxrmyGWLgRjFkGhRDsFLgbvb1XUbX_BWWl6K8O7oLbyc4dabwULbJCMqLyAYrQ9Y=&c=iINBmSGjf
fEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5
vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>, which examines the struggles of these men and women and
the search for their descendants. Copies of the book will be available for
purchase.
Thursday, June 6, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfggookgn2t2c9THBG8hVDX4QsYAaynJFK6t4SDTGjA3gquhIb
x5BLg7uFQVdLcVUfnTxG5_z0bw5Qy53wLBhDoQLsJWZYvNyXF5LsWvQnJBXCzoBTMU0mAU=&c=iINBmSGjf
fEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5
vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
_____________________
USING U.S. LAND RECORDS TO SOLVE FAMILY HISTORY PUZZLES<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfggookgn2t2cPEhsHm6GurlhEewul4Cuv0qNcFgYhNW8VFmJJvYBQNb4t0xWQi19EOCD-s_-YPhjOoOyCozr6vMqhHXPDK5ncMD2K0rMXxCEI11ENmnP4=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXU
LywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
[Land Records]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfggookgn2t2cPEhsHm6GurlhEewul4Cuv0qNcFgYhNW8VFmJJvYBQNb4t0xWQi19EOCD-s_-YPhjOoOyCozr6vMqhHXPDK5ncMD2K0rMXxCEI11ENmnP4=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXU
LywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
Land records contain a wealth of genealogical, historical, and legal information.
Depending upon the type and time period, they may offer new insights about your
ancestors and family history. In addition to providing location and date of
settlement, records may attest to one's age, place of birth, citizenship, military
service, literacy, and economic status. They may even include similar details about
other family members and lead you to other genealogical records, RELIC's Darlene
Hunter, Certified Genealogist (CG), will provide examples of various land records
and explain how to locate them.
Wednesday, June 19, 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfggookgn2t2cPEhsHm6GurlhEewul4Cuv0qNcFgYhNW8VFmJJvYBQNb4t0xWQi19EOCD-s_-YPhjOoOyCozr6vMqhHXPDK5ncMD2K0rMXxCEI11ENmnP4=&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXU
LywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
reliclogo.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfmi1TOOlP6QV4BS51JzVrOG9Ikh8_cpbWZ_gC_72x5Ba8_XF5
8KI5EHp5TPpnblvbknWq4Cf5omX4x7kPbciDfPu_eTML1nMZWMBea5JY7grYJRjdY29XpPLmE0JVLydLPKu
TKK1f2SJhjMTVwS8Qtp17W9pX4sikXHvZU4yZFThmwACe845mMfhrFk9oJaz_w==&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtua
JjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZL
ZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>

To read the latest lists of new materials available, please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhC03zJPgeyhvZJaLIiE8cnlkvqxUBguZZur1G3zHQQKlXl0p
gusGe8Wwl6D7GSe1gjXSC6pljEfOXifKwx7AyKSYFL1e8unvG8j7uEF_XeDyKDW4gTTIQeoSMCnkCmacsFm7jmX309O_blySGgFb31N0X8MYOfnDR-LPk3AZQG3T_utnvdHJ5F_vh8aHh9A==&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==
&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60
to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540 or
relic2 at pwcgov.org.<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
You may also register online by clicking here<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfjIbDtcGwc9QX9mTypBMxfr0JKGH4YLQZGBfBu79YWZsL8VNz
A6lvtDxuzLKkXHjcNKEDVEiwdcKa1MRtLJHVzV5O4bMTDAhf3nXHU_fcGytNTsa_IDMCXzO4HHfymMcgDBb0_5sQKzIlxDnxmf-HDxLkHP8UCb2caTnklJ5EDaNriy3a9HqFmqOjz9ZQ9Gg==&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDa
hLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==> and
selecting the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the
Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs and
activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS
newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.

librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at pwcgov.org> or
703-792-8150
Questions and comments are always welcome.

[Like us on Facebook]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhHTL4kRpgMXNJTU0ybO2iHtLGuDmqmmIXemArOCUlCabs7VP
eRy-rl8G0vbi3pzeFz7osnYWDWQnUqPllyz3bjIJ_erkc8e0JuvZaWelM3cdSz75hooOzNa6QQ3qpggxVUN3GoBArKsf8Afb
GKvZl22MHUtUy3UQ==&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1
A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
[Follow us on Twitter]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhHTL4kRpgMXziHcGNwWBJVaCFadTmNV5azcbqBI7F2FwbZqP
2P36rHzLJTVkf4XZ9j14OckLFX5pspT2O1mT3KXeYt31__AzzQzkxhNaoEytOwogK2lw0HBaQ9ydU7HLcTm
m11xreiQ&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGml
XULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
[View on Instagram]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfjIbDtcGwc9Q7yRcvpPA9jXayUVdCn6cC5NVEtJkfg5N0pvLA
Du_muDmYV4tEwLhvqUTgYoGyPyK1G8H9c4_aiU4I6Pm9a2jewBgJbJGlI4W-

t9cCC6H4P3UzX5_Y5_5KQ==&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&
ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXULywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>
[Find us on Pinterest]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lbzHVsnrArPxZYMzxDjHcy4QBh6hRFObH_9oPWmk20prD1wEAbRfhHTL4kRpgMXxa8j3WU0CjXB83cYaUhuqXduR8J80Xnrrs6id
Z9Jxb1L3W-Wbrp3GsdSMLu7oOIaXVT6JUSUMpaQ8bKOQv0Yrqn7yMqx1nQxGN7UrCpJafthZTl9pI5upphXq0jjiB&c=iINBmSGjffEUqtuaJjcOPmIC_JPm_f6DADEnOz3hrMDahLiZWXZPSQ==&ch=M1A0LI6AAGmlXUL
ywLTIRpxnD90h5Mi5vYIzDZLZRkF-SCYXBQgtZA==>

Prince William Public Library System, 13083 Chinn Park Drive, Prince William, VA
22192
SafeUnsubscribe? dlwilson at pwcgov.org<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?
p=un&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D%3D&ch=6b747c40-064e-11e5-afced4ae5292c36f&ca=95352083-e4b0-4ee2-b2f7-83fd665d8e28>
Forward this email<http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?
llr=4hqpqrtab&m=1120500433151&ea=dlwilson%40pwcgov.org&a=1132436336266> | Update
Profile<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=oo&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D
%3D&ch=6b747c40-064e-11e5-afce-d4ae5292c36f&ca=95352083-e4b0-4ee2-b2f783fd665d8e28> | About our service
provider<http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-serviceprovider>
Sent by librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at
pwcgov.org>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190502/
b867f3c2/attachment-0001.html>
From efern at pacbell.net Fri May 3 01:29:13 2019
From: efern at pacbell.net (Elvina Fernandez)
Date: Thu, 2 May 2019 22:29:13 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Message-ID: <EE088085-2A6D-4FB1-A815-5C5DAC38B3BF@pacbell.net>
Our genealogy society purchased state census microfilm years ago but now because of

space we need to find another home for them or dump them.
cabinets available.

We also have microfilm

Any suggestions?
Elvina Fernandez

From msims4 at sbcglobal.net Sat May 4 09:38:42 2019
From: msims4 at sbcglobal.net (Micki Dischinger)
Date: Sat, 4 May 2019 08:38:42 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate books for sale
Message-ID: <006101d5027e$b0f1a920$12d4fb60$@net>
The Ozarks Genealogical Society has duplicate books being offered for
sale. Most of these books are in excellent condition. Please go to
https://ozarksgs.org/cpage.php?pt=36 to see the list. For those who live
in the Springfield area, the books can be picked up at the OGS Library.
Postage for those wishing the books to be mailed will be $4.00 for the first
book and $2.50 for each additional book. For information, please contact
Micki Dischinger, OGS Librarian, at msims4 at sbcglobal.net.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190504/8bc5aa92/
attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Sat May 4 09:57:01 2019
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Sat, 4 May 2019 09:57:01 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to Ancestry.com?
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu_KiAW3Zwq77u53+ZBqUqm4FHXjufgqYayeWdNNO-5AbQ@mail.gmail.com>
On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a
search started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in
Ancestry.com. If a patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a
census page, they're asked to sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to
happen occasionally, but today it's happening with every search I try. Is
this happening for anyone else?
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190504/7cb100b6/
attachment.html>
From KMills at balibrary.org Sat May 4 10:05:37 2019
From: KMills at balibrary.org (Kate Mills)
Date: Sat, 4 May 2019 14:05:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to Ancestry.com?
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu_KiAW3Zwq77u53+ZBqUqm4FHXjufgqYayeWdNNO-5AbQ@mail.gmail.com>

References: <CAA5Zxu_KiAW3Zwq77u53+ZBqUqm4FHXjufgqYayeWdNNO-5AbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <3aa55d65eb14468e83ba900458f4aa5e@balibrary.org>
Yes, it is happening to us as well. We have been in contact with Ancestry and were
told it is a ?known issue? and they are ?working on it.?
Kate Mills
Barrington Area Library (IL)
Kate Mills
Adult Services Librarian
Barrington Area Library
505 N. Northwest Highway
Barrington, IL 60010
847-382-1300 x3080
balibrary.org<http://balibrary.org>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Saturday, May 4, 2019 8:57 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to Ancestry.com?
On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a search
started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in Ancestry.com. If a
patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a census page, they're asked to
sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to happen occasionally, but today it's
happening with every search I try. Is this happening for anyone else?
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190504/28bfc363/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Sat May 4 15:39:19 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 4 May 2019 15:39:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to Ancestry.com?
In-Reply-To: <3aa55d65eb14468e83ba900458f4aa5e@balibrary.org>
References: <CAA5Zxu_KiAW3Zwq77u53+ZBqUqm4FHXjufgqYayeWdNNO-5AbQ@mail.gmail.com>
<3aa55d65eb14468e83ba900458f4aa5e@balibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXgWmWwJAJmPqb+7-dWE0qSL68E+s++wmb_3jKfKnF4QA@mail.gmail.com>
Tried it at our library in Rochester NY and all is OK. We do NOT get
switched to a please join and pay screen
Larry Naukam
On Sat, May 4, 2019 at 10:05 AM Kate Mills <KMills at balibrary.org> wrote:
> Yes, it is happening to us as well. We have been in contact with Ancestry
> and were told it is a ?known issue? and they are ?working on it.?
>
>

>
> Kate Mills
>
> Barrington Area Library (IL)
>
>
>
> Kate Mills
> Adult Services Librarian
> Barrington Area Library
> 505 N. Northwest Highway
> Barrington, IL 60010
> 847-382-1300 x3080
> balibrary.org
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Elaine McRey
> *Sent:* Saturday, May 4, 2019 8:57 AM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to Ancestry.com?
>
>
>
> On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a
> search started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in
> Ancestry.com. If a patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a
> census page, they're asked to sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to
> happen occasionally, but today it's happening with every search I try. Is
> this happening for anyone else?
>
>
> Elaine (McHale) McRey
> Librarian
> Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190504/8982f17e/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Sat May 4 15:43:03 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Sat, 04 May 2019 15:43:03 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXgWmWwJAJmPqb+7-dWE0qSL68E+s++wmb_3jKfKnF4QA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu_KiAW3Zwq77u53+ZBqUqm4FHXjufgqYayeWdNNO-5AbQ@mail.gmail.com>
<3aa55d65eb14468e83ba900458f4aa5e@balibrary.org>
<CAKEoNhXgWmWwJAJmPqb+7-dWE0qSL68E+s++wmb_3jKfKnF4QA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5CCDEB47020000AA000BFBC6@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
I've had a different problem with ALE. When I try to go back to "all
results", it switches to the home page. Has anyone experience that??
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com> 5/4/2019 3:39 PM >>>
Tried it at our library in Rochester NY and all is OK. We do NOT get
switched to a please join and pay screen
Larry Naukam
On Sat, May 4, 2019 at 10:05 AM Kate Mills <KMills at balibrary.org>
wrote:
Yes, it is happening to us as well. We have been in contact with
Ancestry and were told it is a ?known issue? and they are ?working on
it.?
Kate Mills
Barrington Area Library (IL)
Kate Mills
Adult Services Librarian
Barrington Area Library
505 N. Northwest Highway
Barrington,IL 60010
847-382-1300 x3080
balibrary.org
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>On Behalf Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Saturday, May 4, 2019 8:57 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to
Ancestry.com?
On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a
search started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in
Ancestry.com. If a patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a
census page, they're asked to sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to
happen occasionally, but today it's happening with every search I try.
Is this happening for anyone else?
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190504/50550553/
attachment.html>
From rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org Sun May 5 13:28:06 2019
From: rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org (Roseanne Freundt)
Date: Sun, 5 May 2019 17:28:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
In-Reply-To: <5CCDEB47020000AA000BFBC6@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <CAA5Zxu_KiAW3Zwq77u53+ZBqUqm4FHXjufgqYayeWdNNO-5AbQ@mail.gmail.com>
<3aa55d65eb14468e83ba900458f4aa5e@balibrary.org>
<CAKEoNhXgWmWwJAJmPqb+7-dWE0qSL68E+s++wmb_3jKfKnF4QA@mail.gmail.com>,
<5CCDEB47020000AA000BFBC6@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR17MB2746D56CFAF14CD8C20CD349B0370@DM6PR17MB2746.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
Yes, we've experienced both issues. The Ancestry.com site coming up to ask patrons
to pay and when you click on "all results' it goes back to the home page. Very
frustrating. I've contacted them as well and got the same response. I'm really
beginning to wonder why it hasn't or can't be fixed yet.
We've also had an issue on when a patron wants to print a image or picture and an
error page comes up. It's one of our regular ALE users and he has to click the
back button at least 2 times to get back to the image or record and then he can
print. I wasn't sure if this was an issue within our library or an ALE issue. I
submitted a ticket to our IT person to figure that out.
Thanks!
Roseanne Freundt
Reference Librarian
Batavia Public Library
10 S. Batavia Avenue
Batavia, IL

60510

Phone: 630-879-1393
rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org
www.bataviapubliclibrary.org
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org>
Sent: Saturday, May 4, 2019 2:43 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
I've had a different problem with ALE. When I try to go back to "all results", it
switches to the home page. Has anyone experience that??
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library

105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com> 5/4/2019 3:39 PM >>>
Tried it at our library in Rochester NY and all is OK. We do NOT get switched to a
please join and pay screen
Larry Naukam
On Sat, May 4, 2019 at 10:05 AM Kate Mills <KMills at balibrary.org<mailto:KMills
at balibrary.org>> wrote:
Yes, it is happening to us as well. We have been in contact with Ancestry and were
told it is a ?known issue? and they are ?working on it.?
Kate Mills
Barrington Area Library (IL)
Kate Mills
Adult Services Librarian
Barrington Area Library
505 N. Northwest Highway
Barrington, IL 60010
847-382-1300 x3080
balibrary.org<http://balibrary.org>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Saturday, May 4, 2019 8:57 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to Ancestry.com?
On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a search
started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in Ancestry.com. If a
patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a census page, they're asked to
sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to happen occasionally, but today it's
happening with every search I try. Is this happening for anyone else?
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190505/5ed9bb1d/
attachment.html>
From qwalker at oconeesc.com Mon May 6 09:16:56 2019
From: qwalker at oconeesc.com (Quientell Walker)
Date: Mon, 6 May 2019 13:16:56 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Message-ID: <79154a174d2f41c6b82ca95da7ca278f@Cumberland.admin.oconeesc.com>
Here is a good spot.

However, I would also suggest checking with a fellow

genealogy society, local history society, and even your local library.
Quientell Walker
Branch Manager-Walhalla Library
501 W. South Broad St.
Walhalla, SC 29691
qwalker at oconeesc.com<mailto:qwalker at oconeesc.com>
864-364-5701
[Description: Description: OCPL logo__tagline_sig]<http://www.oconeelibrary.org/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190506/
fa2d78bd/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 13977 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190506/
fa2d78bd/attachment.png>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Mon May 6 21:10:45 2019
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Mon, 6 May 2019 21:10:45 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR17MB2746D56CFAF14CD8C20CD349B0370@DM6PR17MB2746.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu_KiAW3Zwq77u53+ZBqUqm4FHXjufgqYayeWdNNO-5AbQ@mail.gmail.com>
<3aa55d65eb14468e83ba900458f4aa5e@balibrary.org>
<CAKEoNhXgWmWwJAJmPqb+7-dWE0qSL68E+s++wmb_3jKfKnF4QA@mail.gmail.com>
<5CCDEB47020000AA000BFBC6@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<DM6PR17MB2746D56CFAF14CD8C20CD349B0370@DM6PR17MB2746.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CANue--VwiHdfmaOx-PMDyxH6FNoFj9csW+2Y293h7nioNoHUSQ@mail.gmail.com>
We have been switched to Ancestry.com in the past, but not as often
recently. We are having the same problem with losing all results.
Sharen Wixom
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
On Sun, May 5, 2019 at 1:28 PM Roseanne Freundt <
rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Yes, we've experienced both issues. The Ancestry.com site coming up to
ask patrons to pay and when you click on "all results' it goes back to the
home page. Very frustrating. I've contacted them as well and got the same
response. I'm really beginning to wonder why it hasn't or can't be fixed
yet.
We've also had an issue on when a patron wants to print a image or picture
and an error page comes up. It's one of our regular ALE users and he has
to click the back button at least 2 times to get back to the image or
record and then he can print. I wasn't sure if this was an issue within

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

our library or an ALE issue.
figure that out.

I submitted a ticket to our IT person to

Thanks!
Roseanne Freundt
Reference Librarian
Batavia Public Library
10 S. Batavia Avenue
Batavia, IL

60510

Phone: 630-879-1393
rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org
www.bataviapubliclibrary.org
-----------------------------*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce <
kdolce at volusia.org>
*Sent:* Saturday, May 4, 2019 2:43 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
I've had a different problem with ALE. When I try to go back to "all
results", it switches to the home page. Has anyone experience that??
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com> 5/4/2019 3:39 PM >>>
Tried it at our library in Rochester NY and all is OK. We do NOT get
switched to a please join and pay screen
Larry Naukam
On Sat, May 4, 2019 at 10:05 AM Kate Mills <KMills at balibrary.org> wrote:
Yes, it is happening to us as well. We have been in contact with Ancestry
and were told it is a ?known issue? and they are ?working on it.?
Kate Mills
Barrington Area Library (IL)
Kate Mills
Adult Services Librarian
Barrington Area Library
505 N. Northwest Highway

> Barrington, IL 60010
> 847-382-1300 x3080
> balibrary.org
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Elaine McRey
> *Sent:* Saturday, May 4, 2019 8:57 AM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to Ancestry.com?
> On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a
> search started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in
> Ancestry.com. If a patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a
> census page, they're asked to sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to happen
> occasionally, but today it's happening with every search I try. Is this
> happening for anyone else?
>
> Elaine (McHale) McRey
> Librarian
> Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190506/7422ccd4/
attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Mon May 6 21:34:59 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 6 May 2019 18:34:59 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
In-Reply-To: <CANue--VwiHdfmaOx-PMDyxH6FNoFj9csW+2Y293h7nioNoHUSQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu_KiAW3Zwq77u53+ZBqUqm4FHXjufgqYayeWdNNO-5AbQ@mail.gmail.com>
<3aa55d65eb14468e83ba900458f4aa5e@balibrary.org>
<CAKEoNhXgWmWwJAJmPqb+7-dWE0qSL68E+s++wmb_3jKfKnF4QA@mail.gmail.com>
<5CCDEB47020000AA000BFBC6@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<DM6PR17MB2746D56CFAF14CD8C20CD349B0370@DM6PR17MB2746.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<CANue--VwiHdfmaOx-PMDyxH6FNoFj9csW+2Y293h7nioNoHUSQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozY=Z9nqozLk-w6WohOXydacvOGnUeaWV2N9Yfaf8Gq0bkw@mail.gmail.com>
Ancestry is more interested in DNA sales; they haven't added much in the
way of new records.
Arlene Miles
On Mon, May 6, 2019, 6:11 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com wrote:
> We have been switched to Ancestry.com in the past, but not as often
> recently. We are having the same problem with losing all results.
>
> Sharen Wixom

> Reference Librarian
> Bull Street Library
> 2002 Bull Street
> Savannah, GA 31401
>
> On Sun, May 5, 2019 at 1:28 PM Roseanne Freundt <
> rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org> wrote:
>
>> Yes, we've experienced both issues. The Ancestry.com site coming up to
>> ask patrons to pay and when you click on "all results' it goes back to the
>> home page. Very frustrating. I've contacted them as well and got the same
>> response. I'm really beginning to wonder why it hasn't or can't be fixed
>> yet.
>>
>> We've also had an issue on when a patron wants to print a image or
>> picture and an error page comes up. It's one of our regular ALE users and
>> he has to click the back button at least 2 times to get back to the image
>> or record and then he can print. I wasn't sure if this was an issue within
>> our library or an ALE issue. I submitted a ticket to our IT person to
>> figure that out.
>>
>> Thanks!
>>
>> Roseanne Freundt
>>
>> Reference Librarian
>>
>> Batavia Public Library
>>
>> 10 S. Batavia Avenue
>>
>> Batavia, IL 60510
>>
>> Phone: 630-879-1393
>>
>> rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org
>>
>> www.bataviapubliclibrary.org
>>
>> ----------------------------->> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce <
>> kdolce at volusia.org>
>> *Sent:* Saturday, May 4, 2019 2:43 PM
>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
>>
>> I've had a different problem with ALE. When I try to go back to "all
>> results", it switches to the home page. Has anyone experience that??
>>
>> Kim
>>
>> Kim E. Dolce
>> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
>> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>> kdolce at volusia.org

>>
>> >>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com> 5/4/2019 3:39 PM >>>
>> Tried it at our library in Rochester NY and all is OK. We do NOT get
>> switched to a please join and pay screen
>>
>> Larry Naukam
>>
>> On Sat, May 4, 2019 at 10:05 AM Kate Mills <KMills at balibrary.org> wrote:
>>
>> Yes, it is happening to us as well. We have been in contact with Ancestry
>> and were told it is a ?known issue? and they are ?working on it.?
>> Kate Mills
>> Barrington Area Library (IL)
>>
>> Kate Mills
>> Adult Services Librarian
>> Barrington Area Library
>> 505 N. Northwest Highway
>> Barrington, IL 60010
>> 847-382-1300 x3080
>> balibrary.org
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Elaine McRey
>> *Sent:* Saturday, May 4, 2019 8:57 AM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition switching to Ancestry.com?
>> On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a
>> search started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in
>> Ancestry.com. If a patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a
>> census page, they're asked to sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to happen
>> occasionally, but today it's happening with every search I try. Is this
>> happening for anyone else?
>>
>> Elaine (McHale) McRey
>> Librarian
>> Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190506/482f0dc9/
attachment-0001.html>
From efern at pacbell.net Tue May 7 07:40:53 2019
From: efern at pacbell.net (Elvina Fernandez)

Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 04:40:53 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <79154a174d2f41c6b82ca95da7ca278f@Cumberland.admin.oconeesc.com>
References: <79154a174d2f41c6b82ca95da7ca278f@Cumberland.admin.oconeesc.com>
Message-ID: <73B583F3-EC9A-447E-9CA4-9606499D30F1@pacbell.net>
Email didn?t have an attachment either that or I missed it.

> On May 6, 2019, at 6:16 AM, Quientell Walker <qwalker at oconeesc.com> wrote:
>
> Here is a good spot. However, I would also suggest checking with a fellow
genealogy society, local history society, and even your local library.
>
> Quientell Walker
> Branch Manager?Walhalla Library
> 501 W. South Broad St.
> Walhalla, SC 29691
> qwalker at oconeesc.com <mailto:qwalker at oconeesc.com>
> 864-364-5701
> <image001.png> <http://www.oconeelibrary.org/>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
Elvina Fernandez
efern at pacbell.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/3c405a30/
attachment.html>
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Tue May 7 10:17:37 2019
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 10:17:37 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 188, Issue 2
In-Reply-To: <mailman.55211.1557192926.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.55211.1557192926.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAAwgk_q98y5xzainenGFqwpNKP3MD65sPH=_B1xnBx1hzA70aw@mail.gmail.com>
Yes, all the time. It's like our IP addresses are dropped or forgotten
somewhere along the way. Sometimes refreshing the page or, more usually,
starting over will temporarily fix it. Very annoying.
Traci Thompson, CG(sm)
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a
search started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in
Ancestry.com. If a patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a

census page, they're asked to sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to
happen occasionally, but today it's happening with every search I try.
this happening for anyone else?

Is

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/032ed8cc/
attachment.html>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Tue May 7 18:12:44 2019
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 18:12:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave
for another part of the library?
Message-ID: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
you do not?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/2380e08b/
attachment.html>
From efern at pacbell.net Tue May 7 19:07:15 2019
From: efern at pacbell.net (Elvina Fernandez)
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 16:07:15 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <AC0421FF-E61E-4A41-984D-4F0E3533F89A@pacbell.net>
No books or microfilm are allowed to leave our room and our hours are shorter than
the rest of the library. However if we have duplicate books then we do have a
section, still within the genealogy room, where the duplicates are shelved and
these books may be checked out just like regular library books.

Elvina Fernandez
Tulare Public Library
559-685-4518
> On May 7, 2019, at 3:12 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room are
shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to decide whether
to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the adult reference area when
this room is closed. Management would like to know if other libraries allow their
resources to go to elsewhere in the library? Are there some items you allow to be
used elsewhere and some that you do not?
>
> Thank you.
>
> Sharen Lee
> Reference Librarian
> Bull Street Library
> 2002 Bull Street
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/
f25ce73b/attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Tue May 7 22:53:53 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 19:53:53 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <AC0421FF-E61E-4A41-984D-4F0E3533F89A@pacbell.net>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<AC0421FF-E61E-4A41-984D-4F0E3533F89A@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmxeZk7EkZfN8HRY_SsUn6q-J_iVDJdQOOtfoCAOARWag@mail.gmail.com>
We are not a lending library. There are two meeting rooms and a small room
for California genealogy books and periodicals which can be taken to the
study area. Our stacks contain books, periodicals and family histories.
Everything in our library is on WorldCat.
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Tue, May 7, 2019 at 4:07 PM Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net> wrote:

> No books or microfilm are allowed to leave our room and our hours are
> shorter than the rest of the library. However if we have duplicate books
> then we do have a section, still within the genealogy room, where the
> duplicates are shelved and these books may be checked out just like regular
> library books.
>
> Elvina Fernandez
> Tulare Public Library
> 559-685-4518
>
> On May 7, 2019, at 3:12 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
> are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
> decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
> adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
> know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
> library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
> you do not?
>
> Thank you.
>
> Sharen Lee
> Reference Librarian
> Bull Street Library
> 2002 Bull Street
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/13447f97/
attachment.html>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Tue May 7 23:53:51 2019
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 23:53:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <CALCozYmxeZk7EkZfN8HRY_SsUn6q-J_iVDJdQOOtfoCAOARWag@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<AC0421FF-E61E-4A41-984D-4F0E3533F89A@pacbell.net>
<CALCozYmxeZk7EkZfN8HRY_SsUn6q-J_iVDJdQOOtfoCAOARWag@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANue--WEVTRH63gORcfdbs-mgo+qBecrfUwOn=y3J291t0XG-g@mail.gmail.com>

Thank you very much for describing your library.
Sharen
On Tue, May 7, 2019 at 10:54 PM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
wrote:
> We are not a lending library. There are two meeting rooms and a small room
> for California genealogy books and periodicals which can be taken to the
> study area. Our stacks contain books, periodicals and family histories.
> Everything in our library is on WorldCat.
>
> Arlene Miles
> California Genealogy Society and Library
> Library Director
> amiles at californiaancestors.org
>
>
> On Tue, May 7, 2019 at 4:07 PM Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net> wrote:
>
>> No books or microfilm are allowed to leave our room and our hours are
>> shorter than the rest of the library. However if we have duplicate books
>> then we do have a section, still within the genealogy room, where the
>> duplicates are shelved and these books may be checked out just like regular
>> library books.
>>
>> Elvina Fernandez
>> Tulare Public Library
>> 559-685-4518
>>
>> On May 7, 2019, at 3:12 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
>> are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
>> decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
>> adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
>> know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
>> library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
>> you do not?
>>
>> Thank you.
>>
>> Sharen Lee
>> Reference Librarian
>> Bull Street Library
>> 2002 Bull Street
>> Savannah, GA 31401
>> 912-652-3697
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________

>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/8204bc04/
attachment.html>
From afollett at lawtonok.gov Wed May 8 09:24:31 2019
From: afollett at lawtonok.gov (Amber Follett)
Date: Wed, 8 May 2019 13:24:31 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] {**EXTERNAL**}-- Do you allow
genealogical/historical materials to leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4c50a4315bae49c2be43836787f09390@MBX02.city.local>
Since our collection is in a separate room with a study area and copy machine,
everything must stay in the room. The only exception is if the copy machine is
down, then people may take what they wish to copy into the main library to use the
copy machine there then bring them right back. That machine is within eyesight of
our room and we have glass walls. Our room is open all library hours.
Sincerely,
Amber Follett
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW Fourth St.,
Lawton, OK 73501
afollett at lawtonok.gov<mailto:afollett at lawtonok.gov>
"Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our children."
Will Durant
The Story of Civilization
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2019 5:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: {**EXTERNAL**}--[Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials
to leave for another part of the library?
WARNING: This email is from outside of the City of Lawton network.
**DO NOT CLICK** on links or open attachments unless you know the content is safe.
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room are
shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to decide whether

to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the adult reference area when
this room is closed. Management would like to know if other libraries allow their
resources to go to elsewhere in the library? Are there some items you allow to be
used elsewhere and some that you do not?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190508/
d0d65397/attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Wed May 8 09:33:35 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 8 May 2019 09:33:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] {**EXTERNAL**}-- Do you allow
genealogical/historical materials to leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <4c50a4315bae49c2be43836787f09390@MBX02.city.local>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<4c50a4315bae49c2be43836787f09390@MBX02.city.local>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWL4jrGSnhRv1TORAZW7XaZqnebW4Wgu+NMMHm=fKAqwQ@mail.gmail.com>
When I was still working, we started by having a small room, and having to
lock everything up in cabinets, then lock the room, and then lock the
library. As the building grew we eventually had the whole second floor of a
city block sized building. However there was only ever one person on duty
at any given time. Trying to keep track of who had what where over acreage
that size was a thankless task at times. Then there was the fact that there
were 7 different storage areas on three different floors.
All this to say even though nothing was ever allowed to leave, we noticed
"shrinkage" over the years. For collection integrity and safety I would not
advise things to be taken elsewhere.
Just my two cents.
Larry Naukam
On Wed, May 8, 2019 at 9:24 AM Amber Follett <afollett at lawtonok.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Since our collection is in a separate room with a study area and copy
machine, everything must stay in the room. The only exception is if the
copy machine is down, then people may take what they wish to copy into the
main library to use the copy machine there then bring them right back. That
machine is within eyesight of our room and we have glass walls. Our room is
open all library hours.

Sincerely,

> Amber Follett
>
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> Lawton Public Library
>
> 110 SW Fourth St.,
>
> Lawton, OK 73501
>
> afollett at lawtonok.gov
>
>
>
>
>
> "Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our
> children."
>
>
Will Durant
>
>
The Story of Civilization
>
>
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sharen Wixom
> *Sent:* Tuesday, May 07, 2019 5:13 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Subject:* {**EXTERNAL**}--[Genealib] Do you allow
> genealogical/historical materials to leave for another part of the library?
>
>
>
> *WARNING:* This email is from outside of the City of Lawton network.
>
> ***DO NOT CLICK*** on links or open attachments unless you know the content is
safe.
>
>
>
> Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
> are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
> decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
> adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
> know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
> library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
> you do not?
>
>
>
> Thank you.
>
>
>
> Sharen Lee
>

> Reference Librarian
>
> Bull Street Library
>
> 2002 Bull Street
>
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190508/01d84377/
attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Thu May 9 13:42:02 2019
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Thu, 9 May 2019 13:42:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] County Virginia Room books to trade, VA titles
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu8xvs2CCjL=MAeBtxhWLH07RHnybNnjmYB_76Cgkqn=Hg@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade.
This list is just Virginia. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at
Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov .
Fran will be out of town until after May 15th, but she'll respond to your
requests then, in the order in which they were received.
Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make
your mailing label. There's a Word and a pdf version of the list, so I
hope everyone will be able to open them.
Apologies for sending
attachments, but the county won't allow us to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which titles are in the box.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190509/
d8b5bd00/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2019 April 24 bks 2 trade.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 178060 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190509/
d8b5bd00/attachment-0001.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2019 April 24 bks 2 trade.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 24754 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190509/
d8b5bd00/attachment-0001.docx>
From shouck at starklibrary.org Mon May 13 11:40:38 2019
From: shouck at starklibrary.org (Stephanie Houck)
Date: Mon, 13 May 2019 15:40:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Contest of genealib digest Do you allow
genealogical/historical materials to leave
In-Reply-To: <mailman.55766.1557423765.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.55766.1557423765.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD49CD06@EX2010.scdl.local>
Since we have a separate room with a computers, microfilm readers and copiers, we
do not let our materials leave the room. We do have a small section of Genealogy
Circulating Books and they are the only ones that do leave the department.
Stephanie Houck, ?
Genealogy and Special Services Manager ?
Stark Library, Main ?
p:? 330.458.2757?
e:? shouck at starklibrary.org?
w:??www.StarkLibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-request at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2019 1:43 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 188, Issue 3
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Microfilm (Elvina Fernandez)
2. Re: genealib Digest, Vol 188, Issue 2 (Traci Thompson)
3. Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave for
another part of the library? (Sharen Wixom)
4. Re: Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave
for another part of the library? (Elvina Fernandez)
5. Re: Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave
for another part of the library? (Arlene Miles)
6. Re: Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave
for another part of the library? (Sharen Wixom)
7. Re: {**EXTERNAL**}-- Do you allow genealogical/historical
materials to leave for another part of the library? (Amber Follett)
8. Re: {**EXTERNAL**}-- Do you allow genealogical/historical
materials to leave for another part of the library? (genbook)
9. County Virginia Room books to trade, VA titles (Elaine McRey)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 04:40:53 -0700
From: Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net>
To: genealib <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
Message-ID: <73B583F3-EC9A-447E-9CA4-9606499D30F1 at pacbell.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Email didn?t have an attachment either that or I missed it.

> On May 6, 2019, at 6:16 AM, Quientell Walker <qwalker at oconeesc.com> wrote:
>
> Here is a good spot. However, I would also suggest checking with a fellow
genealogy society, local history society, and even your local library.
>
> Quientell Walker
> Branch Manager?Walhalla Library
> 501 W. South Broad St.
> Walhalla, SC 29691
> qwalker at oconeesc.com <mailto:qwalker at oconeesc.com>
> 864-364-5701
> <image001.png> <http://www.oconeelibrary.org/>
>

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
Elvina Fernandez
efern at pacbell.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/3c405a30/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 10:17:37 -0400
From: Traci Thompson <traci.thompson at gmail.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 188, Issue 2
Message-ID:
<CAAwgk_q98y5xzainenGFqwpNKP3MD65sPH=_B1xnBx1hzA70aw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Yes, all the time. It's like our IP addresses are dropped or forgotten
somewhere along the way. Sometimes refreshing the page or, more usually,
starting over will temporarily fix it. Very annoying.
Traci Thompson, CG(sm)
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
On both staff and public computers at my library, we're finding that a
search started in Ancestry Library Edition often returns results in
Ancestry.com. If a patron then tries to see one of the hits, such as a
census page, they're asked to sign up for Ancestry.com. This used to
happen occasionally, but today it's happening with every search I try. Is
this happening for anyone else?
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/032ed8cc/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 3

Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 18:12:44 -0400
From: Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
Message-ID:
<CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
you do not?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/2380e08b/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 16:07:15 -0700
From: Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net>
To: genealib <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials
to leave for another part of the library?
Message-ID: <AC0421FF-E61E-4A41-984D-4F0E3533F89A at pacbell.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
No books or microfilm are allowed to leave our room and our hours are shorter than
the rest of the library. However if we have duplicate books then we do have a
section, still within the genealogy room, where the duplicates are shelved and
these books may be checked out just like regular library books.
Elvina Fernandez
Tulare Public Library
559-685-4518
> On May 7, 2019, at 3:12 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room are
shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to decide whether
to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the adult reference area when
this room is closed. Management would like to know if other libraries allow their
resources to go to elsewhere in the library? Are there some items you allow to be
used elsewhere and some that you do not?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/
f25ce73b/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 19:53:53 -0700
From: Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials
to leave for another part of the library?
Message-ID:
<CALCozYmxeZk7EkZfN8HRY_SsUn6q-J_iVDJdQOOtfoCAOARWag at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
We are not a lending library. There are two meeting rooms and a small room
for California genealogy books and periodicals which can be taken to the
study area. Our stacks contain books, periodicals and family histories.
Everything in our library is on WorldCat.
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Tue, May 7, 2019 at 4:07 PM Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

No books or microfilm are allowed to leave our room and our hours are
shorter than the rest of the library. However if we have duplicate books
then we do have a section, still within the genealogy room, where the
duplicates are shelved and these books may be checked out just like regular
library books.
Elvina Fernandez
Tulare Public Library
559-685-4518
On May 7, 2019, at 3:12 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:

>
> Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
> are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
> decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
> adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
> know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
> library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
> you do not?
>
> Thank you.
>
> Sharen Lee
> Reference Librarian
> Bull Street Library
> 2002 Bull Street
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/13447f97/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Tue, 7 May 2019 23:53:51 -0400
From: Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials
to leave for another part of the library?
Message-ID:
<CANue--WEVTRH63gORcfdbs-mgo+qBecrfUwOn=y3J291t0XG-g at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Thank you very much for describing your library.
Sharen
On Tue, May 7, 2019 at 10:54 PM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
wrote:
> We are not a lending library. There are two meeting rooms and a small room
> for California genealogy books and periodicals which can be taken to the
> study area. Our stacks contain books, periodicals and family histories.

> Everything in our library is on WorldCat.
>
> Arlene Miles
> California Genealogy Society and Library
> Library Director
> amiles at californiaancestors.org
>
>
> On Tue, May 7, 2019 at 4:07 PM Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net> wrote:
>
>> No books or microfilm are allowed to leave our room and our hours are
>> shorter than the rest of the library. However if we have duplicate books
>> then we do have a section, still within the genealogy room, where the
>> duplicates are shelved and these books may be checked out just like regular
>> library books.
>>
>> Elvina Fernandez
>> Tulare Public Library
>> 559-685-4518
>>
>> On May 7, 2019, at 3:12 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
>> are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
>> decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
>> adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
>> know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
>> library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
>> you do not?
>>
>> Thank you.
>>
>> Sharen Lee
>> Reference Librarian
>> Bull Street Library
>> 2002 Bull Street
>> Savannah, GA 31401
>> 912-652-3697
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190507/8204bc04/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Wed, 8 May 2019 13:24:31 +0000
From: Amber Follett <afollett at lawtonok.gov>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] {**EXTERNAL**}-- Do you allow
genealogical/historical materials to leave for another part of the
library?
Message-ID: <4c50a4315bae49c2be43836787f09390 at MBX02.city.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Since our collection is in a separate room with a study area and copy machine,
everything must stay in the room. The only exception is if the copy machine is
down, then people may take what they wish to copy into the main library to use the
copy machine there then bring them right back. That machine is within eyesight of
our room and we have glass walls. Our room is open all library hours.
Sincerely,
Amber Follett
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW Fourth St.,
Lawton, OK 73501
afollett at lawtonok.gov<mailto:afollett at lawtonok.gov>
"Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our children."
Will Durant
The Story of Civilization
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2019 5:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: {**EXTERNAL**}--[Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials
to leave for another part of the library?
WARNING: This email is from outside of the City of Lawton network.
**DO NOT CLICK** on links or open attachments unless you know the content is safe.
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room are
shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to decide whether
to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the adult reference area when
this room is closed. Management would like to know if other libraries allow their
resources to go to elsewhere in the library? Are there some items you allow to be
used elsewhere and some that you do not?
Thank you.

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190508/
d0d65397/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Wed, 8 May 2019 09:33:35 -0400
From: genbook <genbook at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] {**EXTERNAL**}-- Do you allow
genealogical/historical materials to leave for another part of the
library?
Message-ID:
<CAKEoNhWL4jrGSnhRv1TORAZW7XaZqnebW4Wgu+NMMHm=fKAqwQ at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
When I was still working, we started by having a small room, and having to
lock everything up in cabinets, then lock the room, and then lock the
library. As the building grew we eventually had the whole second floor of a
city block sized building. However there was only ever one person on duty
at any given time. Trying to keep track of who had what where over acreage
that size was a thankless task at times. Then there was the fact that there
were 7 different storage areas on three different floors.
All this to say even though nothing was ever allowed to leave, we noticed
"shrinkage" over the years. For collection integrity and safety I would not
advise things to be taken elsewhere.
Just my two cents.
Larry Naukam
On Wed, May 8, 2019 at 9:24 AM Amber Follett <afollett at lawtonok.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Since our collection is in a separate room with a study area and copy
machine, everything must stay in the room. The only exception is if the
copy machine is down, then people may take what they wish to copy into the
main library to use the copy machine there then bring them right back. That
machine is within eyesight of our room and we have glass walls. Our room is
open all library hours.

Sincerely,

Amber Follett
Genealogy Librarian

> Lawton Public Library
>
> 110 SW Fourth St.,
>
> Lawton, OK 73501
>
> afollett at lawtonok.gov
>
>
>
>
>
> "Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our
> children."
>
>
Will Durant
>
>
The Story of Civilization
>
>
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sharen Wixom
> *Sent:* Tuesday, May 07, 2019 5:13 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Subject:* {**EXTERNAL**}--[Genealib] Do you allow
> genealogical/historical materials to leave for another part of the library?
>
>
>
> *WARNING:* This email is from outside of the City of Lawton network.
>
> ***DO NOT CLICK*** on links or open attachments unless you know the content is
safe.
>
>
>
> Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
> are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
> decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
> adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
> know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
> library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
> you do not?
>
>
>
> Thank you.
>
>
>
> Sharen Lee
>
> Reference Librarian
>
> Bull Street Library
>

> 2002 Bull Street
>
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190508/01d84377/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Thu, 9 May 2019 13:42:02 -0400
From: Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] County Virginia Room books to trade, VA titles
Message-ID:
<CAA5Zxu8xvs2CCjL=MAeBtxhWLH07RHnybNnjmYB_76Cgkqn=Hg at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade.
This list is just Virginia. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at
Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov .
Fran will be out of town until after May 15th, but she'll respond to your
requests then, in the order in which they were received.
Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make
your mailing label. There's a Word and a pdf version of the list, so I
hope everyone will be able to open them.
Apologies for sending
attachments, but the county won't allow us to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which titles are in the box.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190509/
d8b5bd00/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2019 April 24 bks 2 trade.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 178060 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190509/
d8b5bd00/attachment.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2019 April 24 bks 2 trade.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 24754 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190509/
d8b5bd00/attachment.docx>
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 188, Issue 3
****************************************
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Thu May 16 11:59:49 2019
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 16 May 2019 15:59:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
We consider our materials to be part of the Reference collection, and they do not
circulate. On occasion a member of the administration will ask if they may use an
item for a specific purpose, and we generally grant them permission. Customers
wishing to view manuscript materials are advised to call ahead for an appointment,
and they are required to sign the materials out and view them in the department.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.

John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, May 7, 2019 6:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave for
another part of the library?
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room are
shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to decide whether
to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the adult reference area when
this room is closed. Management would like to know if other libraries allow their
resources to go to elsewhere in the library? Are there some items you allow to be
used elsewhere and some that you do not?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190516/
f6f31a57/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190516/
f6f31a57/attachment.png>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu May 16 12:15:58 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 16 May 2019 12:15:58 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhU56_f82KXgfHd_ksHeTvJJ8N9LHA87BF=1PgTGDuXJwQ@mail.gmail.com>
When I was working we had a "special loan" form which we used when , say a
newspaper or a community group (like a Landmark Society) wanted to take
something for a discrete amount of time. It was never used for regular
patrons. If they wanted/needed a copy of something we could scan it for
them. I think that is what my old place does now, is do scans on a regular
basis.
Larry Naukam
On Thu, May 16, 2019 at 11:59 AM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>

wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We consider our materials to be part of the Reference collection, and they
do not circulate. On occasion a member of the administration will ask if
they may use an item for a specific purpose, and we generally grant them
permission. Customers wishing to view manuscript materials are advised to
call ahead for an appointment, and they are required to sign the materials
out and view them in the department.

*Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
*We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
* John Lubbock*

*

[image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Sharen Wixom
*Sent:* Tuesday, May 7, 2019 6:13 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?

Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
you do not?

Thank you.

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street

>
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190516/73d5b2b0/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190516/73d5b2b0/
attachment.png>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Thu May 16 12:54:12 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Thu, 16 May 2019 09:54:12 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhU56_f82KXgfHd_ksHeTvJJ8N9LHA87BF=1PgTGDuXJwQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CAKEoNhU56_f82KXgfHd_ksHeTvJJ8N9LHA87BF=1PgTGDuXJwQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYm278p1rswOYhne1=9uRA=t_Jdh_jG-w4GDtWJjQVq8Cg@mail.gmail.com>
Our library does not circulate any of it's holdings. We are a research
library for genealogy and family history.
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Thu, May 16, 2019 at 9:16 AM genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
> When I was working we had a "special loan" form which we used when , say a
> newspaper or a community group (like a Landmark Society) wanted to take
> something for a discrete amount of time. It was never used for regular
> patrons. If they wanted/needed a copy of something we could scan it for
> them. I think that is what my old place does now, is do scans on a regular
> basis.
>
> Larry Naukam
>
> On Thu, May 16, 2019 at 11:59 AM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
> wrote:
>
>> We consider our materials to be part of the Reference collection, and
>> they do not circulate. On occasion a member of the administration will ask
>> if they may use an item for a specific purpose, and we generally grant them
>> permission. Customers wishing to view manuscript materials are advised to
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call ahead for an appointment, and they are required to sign the materials
out and view them in the department.

*Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
*We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
* John Lubbock*

*

[image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Sharen Wixom
*Sent:* Tuesday, May 7, 2019 6:13 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?

Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
you do not?

Thank you.

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
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From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu May 16 13:26:30 2019
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu, 16 May 2019 17:26:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID:
<BYAPR09MB27735990BBEAD1AD27CEB9C8AC0A0@BYAPR09MB2773.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
We have both reference and circulating books in the Genealogy Room. Nobody ever
asks to take reference books out of the room because we have a copier in here, and
that?s why most people would want to take them out. We have only three manuscript
collections consisting of local material which will not be allowed out; one of them
contains diaries which we are transcribing and putting into the reference
collection for every-day use.
Nancy
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]|
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
|
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
|
Grapevine Public Library
|
1201 Municipal Way
|
Grapevine, TX 76051
|
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084| E: nmaxwell at
grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 11:00 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave for
another part of the library?
We consider our materials to be part of the Reference collection, and they do not

circulate. On occasion a member of the administration will ask if they may use an
item for a specific purpose, and we generally grant them permission. Customers
wishing to view manuscript materials are advised to call ahead for an appointment,
and they are required to sign the materials out and view them in the department.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, May 7, 2019 6:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave for
another part of the library?
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room are
shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to decide whether
to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the adult reference area when
this room is closed. Management would like to know if other libraries allow their
resources to go to elsewhere in the library? Are there some items you allow to be
used elsewhere and some that you do not?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
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From kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org Thu May 16 13:50:23 2019
From: kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Thu, 16 May 2019 13:50:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials
toleave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <CALCozYm278p1rswOYhne1=9uRA=t_Jdh_jG-w4GDtWJjQVq8Cg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CAKEoNhU56_f82KXgfHd_ksHeTvJJ8N9LHA87BF=1PgTGDuXJwQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CALCozYm278p1rswOYhne1=9uRA=t_Jdh_jG-w4GDtWJjQVq8Cg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <081f6356e89341aaa509679b3b2afcd9@otislibrarynorwich.org>
We have a large local history room, with a good deal of archival storage
elsewhere in our library. The photocopy machine is just outside of the
local history room, and patrons are allowed to bring books out for copying.
Inside the room, there is a scanner available.
For decades, we had a strict policy that no genealogy or local history
materials were to leave the library. But about 10 years ago, we decided to
experiment with offering a circulating collection.
The circulating items are displayed on a separate group of shelves; and
the call number labels are yellow, to help keep them separate from the
in-house books. With the exception of some how-to genealogy books (many of
which were diverted from our general adult nonfiction collection), most of
the circulating books are second or third copies of pertinent titles.
Unlike our regular materials, which circulate for 4 weeks, the genealogy
books go out for two. Our patrons seem to appreciate the privilege of
borrowing these books, and almost always return them promptly.
Since starting the circulating collection, we have had only one "lost"
book, and the patron immediately paid for a replacement copy. We have been
pleased with the success of this system.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street

Norwich, CT

06360

860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org

---------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From modom at scgov.net Thu May 16 14:20:35 2019
From: modom at scgov.net (Melanie Odom)
Date: Thu, 16 May 2019 18:20:35 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials
toleave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <081f6356e89341aaa509679b3b2afcd9@otislibrarynorwich.org>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CAKEoNhU56_f82KXgfHd_ksHeTvJJ8N9LHA87BF=1PgTGDuXJwQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CALCozYm278p1rswOYhne1=9uRA=t_Jdh_jG-w4GDtWJjQVq8Cg@mail.gmail.com>
<081f6356e89341aaa509679b3b2afcd9@otislibrarynorwich.org>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR09MB1332EC3D497A5EAF04449BC0A10A0@BN6PR09MB1332.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Here in Sarasota County FL we have 2 libraries with good size genealogy collections
and we send items to each other for in-library use only usually for 2 weeks.
Our main library has a circulating genealogy collection adjacent to the regular
genealogy books and people borrow from it all the time and like it very much. Our
collection in Venice has a few books that circulate within our regular non-fiction
collection. Those are mostly genealogy how-to books. We don't really have space in
our genealogy area for a large circulating collection and we don't have that many
second copies.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathleen Wieland
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 1:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials toleave for
another part of the library?
Caution: This email originated from an external source. Be Suspicious of

Attachments, Links and Requests for Login Information
We have a large local history room, with a good deal of archival storage elsewhere
in our library. The photocopy machine is just outside of the local history room,
and patrons are allowed to bring books out for copying. Inside the room, there is
a scanner available.
For decades, we had a strict policy that no genealogy or local history materials
were to leave the library. But about 10 years ago, we decided to experiment with
offering a circulating collection.
The circulating items are displayed on a separate group of shelves; and the call
number labels are yellow, to help keep them separate from the in-house books. With
the exception of some how-to genealogy books (many of which were diverted from our
general adult nonfiction collection), most of the circulating books are second or
third copies of pertinent titles.
Unlike our regular materials, which circulate for 4 weeks, the genealogy books go
out for two. Our patrons seem to appreciate the privilege of borrowing these
books, and almost always return them promptly.
Since starting the circulating collection, we have had only one "lost" book, and
the patron immediately paid for a replacement copy. We have been pleased with the
success of this system.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org
________________________________
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
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%7C1%7C1%7C636936258445814075&sdata=U5aff0Qgg8gYA3kTbUHbnQ8tNnzY0hHeRDhBfikZKo4%3D&
reserved=0>
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From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Thu May 16 15:20:30 2019
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Thu, 16 May 2019 15:20:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <001a01d50c1c$6d3ed6b0$47bc8410$@andersonlibrary.org>
For a couple of years, we did have shorter hours in the SC Room. If anyone was
looking at materials, I allowed the materials to be taken to the tables near
Reference. The patrons would turn in the materials to the Reference personnel who
would place the items on an SC cart. I also took the most common reference
materials (12-14 items) on a cart and wheeled it to Reference in case it was
needed. My staff would get the cart in the morning.

Microfilm was not taken from the room. Patrons would need to make arrangements for
when the room was staffed. Since we also have a circulating collection in the SC
Room, if a patron needed a circ copy, the Reference staff would grab the room key
and retrieve the books.

Currently, there is only ? hour on Saturday in which we do not have the same
library hours.

Sincerely,
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: <http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/>
http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> > On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom

Sent: Tuesday, May 7, 2019 6:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> >
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave for
another part of the library?

Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room are
shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to decide whether
to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the adult reference area when
this room is closed. Management would like to know if other libraries allow their
resources to go to elsewhere in the library? Are there some items you allow to be
used elsewhere and some that you do not?

Thank you.

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA
912-652-3697

31401

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From jgramlich at akronlibrary.org Thu May 16 18:16:30 2019
From: jgramlich at akronlibrary.org (Gramlich, Jane)
Date: Thu, 16 May 2019 22:16:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials
to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <001a01d50c1c$6d3ed6b0$47bc8410$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>,
<001a01d50c1c$6d3ed6b0$47bc8410$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E39C2270E@ExchangeMail.akronlibrary.org>
Microfilm and archival materials don't leave our division, but books are becoming
another story.
We're increasingly concerned about lack of use of our book collection and wonder
about the future of print genealogical materials. Despite everything we say to our
patrons about not everything being online and to do thorough research, you have to
consult some books, we're disheartened by the empty public research space we see
daily from our reference desks.

Over the past 18 months we've been keeping track of in-house book use. We haven't
crunched the numbers yet. Maybe things are being used more than we realize. But
we're slowly beginning an experiment to make more of our genealogy book collection
circulating, and this includes state consortium and traditional interlibrary loan
use if requested. The types of materials I'm considering are duplicate copies,
narrative histories, reprints of out-of-copyright works, and books from the few
remaining genealogical publishers that can currently be replaced. Hard-to-find
books of transcribed records will remain non-circulating.
It's a case-by-case basis, but I feel we need to yield a bit. Too many people just
do not want to come to us in person. So if they won't come to us, we're going to
try letting a little bit of us go to them. It may be a losing battle, but it will
be interesting to see the outcome.

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org<mailto:jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Laura Holden [lholden at andersonlibrary.org]
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 3:20 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave for
another part of the library?
For a couple of years, we did have shorter hours in the SC Room. If anyone was
looking at materials, I allowed the materials to be taken to the tables near
Reference. The patrons would turn in the materials to the Reference personnel who
would place the items on an SC cart. I also took the most common reference
materials (12-14 items) on a cart and wheeled it to Reference in case it was
needed. My staff would get the cart in the morning.
Microfilm was not taken from the room. Patrons would need to make arrangements for
when the room was staffed. Since we also have a circulating collection in the SC
Room, if a patron needed a circ copy, the Reference staff would grab the room key
and retrieve the books.
Currently, there is only ? hour on Saturday in which we do not have the same
library hours.
Sincerely,
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room

Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, May 7, 2019 6:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to leave for
another part of the library?
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room are
shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to decide whether
to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the adult reference area when
this room is closed. Management would like to know if other libraries allow their
resources to go to elsewhere in the library? Are there some items you allow to be
used elsewhere and some that you do not?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
From skirby at hctpl.info Fri May 17 11:14:38 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri, 17 May 2019 11:14:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E39C2270E@ExchangeMail.akronlibrary.org>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<001a01d50c1c$6d3ed6b0$47bc8410$@andersonlibrary.org>
<49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E39C2270E@Exchange-Mail.akronlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hNWiTgsyzPtKLDbkucdK5dN4w4d+nphxJ2d0TxUU1GTDQ@mail.gmail.com>
There was one library I visited in southern Michigan that made you leave
your drivers license with them while you used their materials. Then you
were allowed to bring up to 5 items at a time out to the reference area.
The main reason they did that, I think, was that they didn't have a copier
(or staff) in their little history room/closet.
Interesting idea about having a mixed circulation collection - you'll have
to keep us informed as to how that works for you.
As of now, my collection doesn't circulate. But, we do have some how-tos
out in the regular non-fiction that do.
______________

Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
On Thu, May 16, 2019 at 6:18 PM Gramlich, Jane <jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
wrote:
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Microfilm and archival materials don't leave our division, but books are
becoming another story.
We're increasingly concerned about lack of use of our book collection and
wonder about the future of print genealogical materials. Despite everything
we say to our patrons about not everything being online and to do thorough
research, you have to consult some books, we're disheartened by the empty
public research space we see daily from our reference desks.
Over the past 18 months we've been keeping track of in-house book use. We
haven't crunched the numbers yet. Maybe things are being used more than we
realize. But we're slowly beginning an experiment to make more of our
genealogy book collection circulating, and this includes state consortium
and traditional interlibrary loan use if requested. The types of materials
I'm considering are duplicate copies, narrative histories, reprints of
out-of-copyright works, and books from the few remaining genealogical
publishers that can currently be replaced. Hard-to-find books of
transcribed records will remain non-circulating.
It's a case-by-case basis, but I feel we need to yield a bit. Too many
people just do not want to come to us in person. So if they won't come to
us, we're going to try letting a little bit of us go to them. It may be a
losing battle, but it will be interesting to see the outcome.

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org<mailto:jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Laura Holden [
lholden at andersonlibrary.org]
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 3:20 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
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For a couple of years, we did have shorter hours in the SC Room. If anyone
was looking at materials, I allowed the materials to be taken to the tables
near Reference. The patrons would turn in the materials to the Reference
personnel who would place the items on an SC cart. I also took the most
common reference materials (12-14 items) on a cart and wheeled it to
Reference in case it was needed. My staff would get the cart in the morning.
Microfilm was not taken from the room. Patrons would need to make
arrangements for when the room was staffed. Since we also have a
circulating collection in the SC Room, if a patron needed a circ copy, the
Reference staff would grab the room key and retrieve the books.
Currently, there is only ? hour on Saturday in which we do not have the
same library hours.
Sincerely,
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, May 7, 2019 6:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
you do not?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190517/55247938/
attachment.html>
From muskogeehistory at eodls.org Fri May 17 17:44:25 2019
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Fri, 17 May 2019 16:44:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] County Virginia Room books to trade, VA titles
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu8xvs2CCjL=MAeBtxhWLH07RHnybNnjmYB_76Cgkqn=Hg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu8xvs2CCjL=MAeBtxhWLH07RHnybNnjmYB_76Cgkqn=Hg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CACHYTxx4Via5=Ahe0EJv28jJWb_sM=xY06i0tNmugKG6SQ+eRw@mail.gmail.com>
Fran,
If still available, we would be interested in the following books and will
reimburse you for postage.
I have attached a list.
Thank You,
Jere Harris
On Thu, May 9, 2019 at 12:42 PM Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade.
This list is just Virginia. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at
Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov .
Fran will be out of town until after May 15th, but she'll respond to your
requests then, in the order in which they were received.
Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make
your mailing label. There's a Word and a pdf version of the list, so I
hope everyone will be able to open them.
Apologies for sending
attachments, but the county won't allow us to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

she'll include a list of which titles are in the box.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190517/6fe2f4b3/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Virginia Wills and Administrations 1632.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 12376 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190517/6fe2f4b3/
attachment.docx>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Fri May 17 18:20:25 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Fri, 17 May 2019 15:20:25 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hNWiTgsyzPtKLDbkucdK5dN4w4d+nphxJ2d0TxUU1GTDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UoY6WeCPt9JXfN=wMn+JrKaX1L+WYuyqLB0ggNZPVkbg@mail.gmail.com>
<7afcaa7a849740a58e4fb510b69d9818@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<001a01d50c1c$6d3ed6b0$47bc8410$@andersonlibrary.org>
<49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E39C2270E@Exchange-Mail.akronlibrary.org>
<CAAvK8hNWiTgsyzPtKLDbkucdK5dN4w4d+nphxJ2d0TxUU1GTDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozY=iXcvV4JZK1e3WjOsOWz+Sk9=ykQ_Mz9obwV3_j+j3SA@mail.gmail.com>
If you have good genealogical material it is best not to circulate it but
make it easily available for any researcher to use it. Set up some simple
guidelines and see what happens, you can always add or subtract to them as
you size up your audience.
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Fri, May 17, 2019 at 8:15 AM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
> There was one library I visited in southern Michigan that made you leave
> your drivers license with them while you used their materials. Then you

> were allowed to bring up to 5 items at a time out to the reference area.
> The main reason they did that, I think, was that they didn't have a copier
> (or staff) in their little history room/closet.
>
> Interesting idea about having a mixed circulation collection - you'll have
> to keep us informed as to how that works for you.
>
> As of now, my collection doesn't circulate. But, we do have some how-tos
> out in the regular non-fiction that do.
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>
>
> On Thu, May 16, 2019 at 6:18 PM Gramlich, Jane <jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
> wrote:
>
>> Microfilm and archival materials don't leave our division, but books are
>> becoming another story.
>>
>> We're increasingly concerned about lack of use of our book collection and
>> wonder about the future of print genealogical materials. Despite everything
>> we say to our patrons about not everything being online and to do thorough
>> research, you have to consult some books, we're disheartened by the empty
>> public research space we see daily from our reference desks.
>>
>> Over the past 18 months we've been keeping track of in-house book use. We
>> haven't crunched the numbers yet. Maybe things are being used more than we
>> realize. But we're slowly beginning an experiment to make more of our
>> genealogy book collection circulating, and this includes state consortium
>> and traditional interlibrary loan use if requested. The types of materials
>> I'm considering are duplicate copies, narrative histories, reprints of
>> out-of-copyright works, and books from the few remaining genealogical
>> publishers that can currently be replaced. Hard-to-find books of
>> transcribed records will remain non-circulating.
>>
>> It's a case-by-case basis, but I feel we need to yield a bit. Too many
>> people just do not want to come to us in person. So if they won't come to
>> us, we're going to try letting a little bit of us go to them. It may be a
>> losing battle, but it will be interesting to see the outcome.
>>
>>
>>
>> Jane Gramlich
>>
>> Librarian, Special Collections
>>
>> Akron-Summit County Public Library
>>
>> 60 S. High St.
>>
>> Akron, Ohio 44326
>>
>> 330-643-9030
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

jgramlich at akronlibrary.org<mailto:jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Laura Holden [
lholden at andersonlibrary.org]
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 3:20 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
For a couple of years, we did have shorter hours in the SC Room. If
anyone was looking at materials, I allowed the materials to be taken to the
tables near Reference. The patrons would turn in the materials to the
Reference personnel who would place the items on an SC cart. I also took
the most common reference materials (12-14 items) on a cart and wheeled it
to Reference in case it was needed. My staff would get the cart in the
morning.
Microfilm was not taken from the room. Patrons would need to make
arrangements for when the room was staffed. Since we also have a
circulating collection in the SC Room, if a patron needed a circ copy, the
Reference staff would grab the room key and retrieve the books.
Currently, there is only ? hour on Saturday in which we do not have the
same library hours.
Sincerely,
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, May 7, 2019 6:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow genealogical/historical materials to
leave for another part of the library?
Our collection is housed in two adjoining rooms. The hours for this room
are shorter on most days than the rest of the library. We are trying to
decide whether to allow books, journals, and/or microfilm to go to the
adult reference area when this room is closed. Management would like to
know if other libraries allow their resources to go to elsewhere in the
library? Are there some items you allow to be used elsewhere and some that
you do not?

>>
>> Thank you.
>>
>> Sharen Lee
>> Reference Librarian
>> Bull Street Library
>> 2002 Bull Street
>> Savannah, GA 31401
>> 912-652-3697
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190517/
e295a57e/attachment.html>
From nancy.richey at wku.edu Thu May 23 10:46:27 2019
From: nancy.richey at wku.edu (Richey, Nancy)
Date: Thu, 23 May 2019 14:46:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Spur and Phoenix Newsletter
Message-ID: <0b47e3e06e3f4bd680cf03cf53f3b6d5@wku.edu>
Hello,
Would anyone have copies of this newsletter, Vol. 7, Sept and Dec of 1983?
Thank you,
Nancy Richey
Nancy Richey
Associate Professor / Visual Resources Librarian
Kentucky Library Research Collections
Western Kentucky University
Kentucky Building
1906 College Heights Blvd., #11092
Bowling Green, KY 42101-1092
270-745-6092
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190523/9326acb8/
attachment.html>
From RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov Thu May 23 14:02:40 2019
From: RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov (Rzepczynski, Kris (DNR))
Date: Thu, 23 May 2019 18:02:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Abrams Seminar, July 12-13, in Lansing (MI)
Message-ID:
<DM6PR09MB39000F7E75D022848250ABEBAD010@DM6PR09MB3900.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Perhaps of interest for you, your colleagues, or your patrons.

Featuring Tina Beaird, MLIS, the Abrams Foundation Family History Seminar will be
held in Lansing on July 12-13. Brought to you by the Archives of Michigan and the
Michigan Genealogical Council, the event's information, program schedule, and
registration page can all be found here: https://seekingmichigan.org/events/2019abrams-foundation-family-history-seminar.
With a terrific lineup of programs and speakers, we are looking forward to a
fantastic event.
The Midwestern Roots conference will be held just down the road in Indianapolis the
following week, so all the more reason to come to Michigan in July! Please feel
free to email me off-list with any questions about the event. Thank you.
Kris Rzepczynski
Senior Archivist
Archives of Michigan
Michigan History Center
517.335.2595
rzepczynskik at michigan.gov<mailto:rzepczynskik at michigan.gov>
Seeking Michigan<http://www.seekingmichigan.org/>
Family Adventure. Historic Fun.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190523/6d863b87/
attachment-0001.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Thu May 23 21:30:41 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Thu, 23 May 2019 18:30:41 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Spur and Phoenix Newsletter
In-Reply-To: <0b47e3e06e3f4bd680cf03cf53f3b6d5@wku.edu>
References: <0b47e3e06e3f4bd680cf03cf53f3b6d5@wku.edu>
Message-ID: <CALCozYn09cShHTm665qfJkTsNdS55hBvAZ-qF7MFZ3LNnM4+Yg@mail.gmail.com>
We don't keep this.
Arlene Miles
On Thu, May 23, 2019, 7:46 AM Richey, Nancy <nancy.richey at wku.edu wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,
Would anyone have copies of this newsletter, Vol. 7, Sept and Dec of 1983?
Thank you,
Nancy Richey

*Nancy Richey*
*Associate Professor / Visual Resources Librarian*

>
> *Kentucky Library Research Collections*
>
> *Western Kentucky University*
>
> *Kentucky Building*
>
> *1906 College Heights Blvd., #11092*
>
> *Bowling Green, KY 42101-1092*
>
> *270-745-6092*
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190523/5adb6481/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Wed May 29 15:05:30 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed, 29 May 2019 15:05:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Oral History Setup
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hP+2VKVasRwfjSuTM-_sR0Uw5yRGgO4me+Q5Hrdxp7RPg@mail.gmail.com>
I'm preparing a list of equipment and software for an oral history setup.
It will need to be portable since we don't have a dedicated space
available. I'd appreciate the input of anyone who has done this.
1. Laptop PC
2. external microphone - thinking a Yeti (do I need the Yeti Pro?)
3. headphone (so can listen while recording and adjust input as needed)
- do I need anything very fancy or will any ear-covering headphones work?
Recording software options
- Audacity software (free) - for use during recording, editing
- or do I need something different? perhaps iZotope Nectar Elements
Transcription software options (so we don't have to do as much typing)
- Dragon Naturally Speaking - not designed for multiple speakers
- Amazon Transcribe - appears promising ($0.024/min but may have extra
charges) - https://aws.amazon.com/transcribe/?nc2=type_a
- Scribie Audio - automatic transcription - also reasonable price-wise
($0.10/min) - https://scribie.com/transcription/pricing
- TranscribeMe! Machine Express - automatic transcription - same price
as Scribie - https://www.transcribeme.com/machine-express/
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian

| Huntington City Township

Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190529/29ae765a/
attachment.html>
From jacksonm at bibblib.org Wed May 29 16:03:00 2019
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Wed, 29 May 2019 16:03:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Oral History Setup
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hP+2VKVasRwfjSuTM-_sR0Uw5yRGgO4me+Q5Hrdxp7RPg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hP+2VKVasRwfjSuTM-_sR0Uw5yRGgO4me+Q5Hrdxp7RPg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAJPN33wfNEUwYC-_gOqZy1-k6y6gtrn+-9NvE_Wqk+SGBp3ZWQ@mail.gmail.com>
In Georgia we have loaners from the Georgia Public Library Services Called
DigiKits. I have attached the link perhaps this will give you some ideas.
Muriel
*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
On Wed, May 29, 2019 at 3:06 PM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
> I'm preparing a list of equipment and software for an oral history setup.

> It will need to be portable since we don't have a dedicated space
> available. I'd appreciate the input of anyone who has done this.
>
>
1. Laptop PC
>
2. external microphone - thinking a Yeti (do I need the Yeti Pro?)
>
3. headphone (so can listen while recording and adjust input as
>
needed) - do I need anything very fancy or will any ear-covering headphones
>
work?
>
> Recording software options
>
>
- Audacity software (free) - for use during recording, editing
>
- or do I need something different? perhaps iZotope Nectar Elements
>
> Transcription software options (so we don't have to do as much typing)
>
>
- Dragon Naturally Speaking - not designed for multiple speakers
>
- Amazon Transcribe - appears promising ($0.024/min but may have extra
>
charges) - https://aws.amazon.com/transcribe/?nc2=type_a
>
- Scribie Audio - automatic transcription - also reasonable price-wise
>
($0.10/min) - https://scribie.com/transcription/pricing
>
- TranscribeMe! Machine Express - automatic transcription - same price
>
as Scribie - https://www.transcribeme.com/machine-express/
>
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190529/
cdb11b6b/attachment.html>
From jacksonm at bibblib.org Wed May 29 16:03:14 2019
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Wed, 29 May 2019 16:03:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Oral History Setup
In-Reply-To: <CAJPN33wfNEUwYC-_gOqZy1-k6y6gtrn+-9NvE_Wqk+SGBp3ZWQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hP+2VKVasRwfjSuTM-_sR0Uw5yRGgO4me+Q5Hrdxp7RPg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJPN33wfNEUwYC-_gOqZy1-k6y6gtrn+-9NvE_Wqk+SGBp3ZWQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAJPN33wg+zveZCMDWCA0oGGTx4MAnK0y2+sqrE2STnLa2MibHQ@mail.gmail.com>
Here is the link
https://georgialibraries.org/digikits/
*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives

Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
On Wed, May 29, 2019 at 4:03 PM Muriel Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In Georgia we have loaners from the Georgia Public Library Services Called
DigiKits. I have attached the link perhaps this will give you some ideas.
Muriel
*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

>
>
> *The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
>
> *connect all people to the information necessary to *
>
> *improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
>
>
> On Wed, May 29, 2019 at 3:06 PM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
>
>> I'm preparing a list of equipment and software for an oral history setup.
>> It will need to be portable since we don't have a dedicated space
>> available. I'd appreciate the input of anyone who has done this.
>>
>>
1. Laptop PC
>>
2. external microphone - thinking a Yeti (do I need the Yeti Pro?)
>>
3. headphone (so can listen while recording and adjust input as
>>
needed) - do I need anything very fancy or will any ear-covering headphones
>>
work?
>>
>> Recording software options
>>
>>
- Audacity software (free) - for use during recording, editing
>>
- or do I need something different? perhaps iZotope Nectar Elements
>>
>> Transcription software options (so we don't have to do as much typing)
>>
>>
- Dragon Naturally Speaking - not designed for multiple speakers
>>
- Amazon Transcribe - appears promising ($0.024/min but may have
>>
extra charges) - https://aws.amazon.com/transcribe/?nc2=type_a
>>
- Scribie Audio - automatic transcription - also reasonable
>>
price-wise ($0.10/min) - https://scribie.com/transcription/pricing
>>
- TranscribeMe! Machine Express - automatic transcription - same
>>
price as Scribie - https://www.transcribeme.com/machine-express/
>>
>> ______________
>> Sarah A. V. Kirby
>> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
>> Public Library
>> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
>> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
>> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190529/
b79094af/attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Thu May 30 11:38:40 2019
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Thu, 30 May 2019 11:38:40 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu-venQWDJTL0i7gLyYRn-gBnDdRqKKmj5RMjgR41pg91g@mail.gmail.com>

Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade.
Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov .

Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make
your mailing label. There's a Word and a pdf version of the list, so I
hope everyone will be able to open them.
Apologies for sending
attachments, but the county won't allow us to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which titles are in the box.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
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